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Message Board Activity - English
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“Worth Sharing” 

Message Board

Whether sharing goals or asking for the order, girls will learn how to get the word 
out about cookies with these versatile message boards.
There are so many messages Worth Sharing!   Girls will love the versatility of these crafty boards.  
Whether sharing goals or asking for the order, girls will want to make these boards their main 
message center. 

Supplies (per girl) 
 �   One 8” x 10” piece of foam board with either chalk board surface 
or white board surface.  
NOTE:  Some places sell them to this size.  Others sell larger pieces 
that you can cut into several smaller pieces.  Another option is to use 
plain foam board or cardboard and purchase a roll of chalkboard or 
whiteboard paper to attach to the foam board.  
 �   Decorative duct tape - 5 feet (60“) per board
       NOTE: One 10 yard roll makes six 8” x 10” boards.
 �   Decorative elastic (3” L x 1/2”W piece)
 �    Worth Sharing and/or Cookie clip art
 �    Chalkbard marker OR White board marker
 �    Scisssors 
 �    Stapler
 �    Optional:  Permanent markers to draw decorative borders

Instructions:
�    Take a 3” piece of elastic, fold it in half and position it on either side of a 2” piece of duct tape.  Staple it 
in place with two staples. (A)

Pre-event Preparation:
�    Cut boards to size, if needed.
�    Cut 3” pieces of elastic.

(A)

TIP: If you are doing this in a smaller group, 
like a troop setting, you can make a two-
sided board - using the chalkboard foam 
board, and then attaching a piece of white 
board paper from a roll of white board 
paper to the back.  
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Message Board

(C)

Instructions:
�    Place one 10” piece of duct tape along the bottom edge of the board
�    Position the tape with the pen loop in the center, above the piece of duct tape, with slight overlap and pen loop down 
�    Place 10” piece of duct tape above first piece, covering the pen loop tape, keeping part of the pen loop is exposed.

�    Place a piece of duct tape along each side (all 4 sides), forming a 1/2” frame in the front, folding it over the edge 
and around to the back, and securing it to the back to form a frame on the back, as well.

�    Decorate your board - draw a border with a marker, cut out shapes from the duct tape to apply to corners, and 
glue a “Worth Sharing” logo in one corner.  Insert a chalk marker (or white board marker) in the pen loop.  

�    Use it to share your goals, track your sales, or as messaging at your next cookie booth!


